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Equality of access and resilience in urban population-facility
networks
Chao Fan 1✉, Xiangqi Jiang2, Ronald Lee2 and Ali Mostafavi1✉

While conceptual definitions have provided a foundation for measuring inequality of access and resilience in urban facilities, the
challenge for researchers and practitioners alike has been to develop analytical support for urban system development that reduces
inequality and improves resilience. Using 30 million large-scale anonymized smartphone-location data, here, we calibrate models to
optimize the distribution of facilities and present insights into the interplay between equality and resilience in the development of
urban facilities. Results from ten metropolitan counties in the United States reveal that inequality of access to facilities is due to the
inconsistency between population and facility distributions, which can be reduced by minimizing total travel costs for urban
populations. Resilience increases with more equitable facility distribution by increasing effective embeddedness ranging from 10%
to 30% for different facilities and counties. The results imply that resilience and equality are related and should be considered
jointly in urban system development.
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INTRODUCTION
Urban systems are composed of urban facilities (such as grocery
stores and healthcare facilities), road networks, and human
populations1. The complex interactions between human popula-
tions and facilities in urban systems play a key role in the well-
being of residents2,3. Urban systems, however, are suffering from
significant risks of natural and man-made disasters, such as
extreme weather events and road closures, as well as facility
shutdown4. Such shocks could lead to disruptions of population’s
access to facilities and degrade the quality of urban life5.
Improving the resilience of urban systems is of importance to
sustain life activities and satisfy life demands in urban
populations6.
Resilience of a system is defined based on the ability to absorb

stresses and retain functionality in disasters7–10. Given the
essential role of population-facility interactions for urban life11,
in this study, we examine the resilience of urban systems as the
ability to retain access to facilities and the extent to which the
facilities in service can satisfy the demand of urban populations. A
vast number of existing studies12,13 have been conducted to
characterize and measure the resilience of various individual
urban systems, such as transportation networks14,15, business
facilities16, and communities17. These studies18 presented useful
methods and insights into the understanding of adverse impacts
of disasters and how quickly urban systems recover from
disruptions. One drawback of these existing works19, however, is
that they focus on the resilience of physical systems, and the
consideration of complex interactions between population and
facilities for equality of access is still scarce. A few studies20,
recently, have highlighted these challenges, including risk
disparity and inequality in population-facility interactions in the
context of disasters. These studies21 pointed out the inequality of
disruption impacts among urban populations, which undermines
the resilience of urban systems during crises. Integrating equality
considerations into resilience analysis of urban systems is an

essential step in the science and practice of urban resilience
planning22.
Current studies23 in inequality research in urban science have

focused on definitions24, metric development25, and quantifica-
tion methods26. Inequality in the context of urban studies is
defined as the metric to quantify the differences in any parameter
of interest based on social or demographic stratifications. Based
on the definition, existing efforts include the specification of
inequality indicators in different aspects of urban populations,
such as neighborhood isolations27; mobility segregations in
physical-social space28, and differential impacts of emergencies29.
These studies mainly examine the inequality in different
parameters of interest (such as mobility) based on social and
demographic stratification30. For example, in the context of
disasters, one recent study31 found clear socioeconomic and
racial disparities in evacuation patterns among Houston commu-
nities during Hurricane Harvey. Another study evaluated and
found disparate disaster impacts on cities using human-generated
information32. More recently, in addition to socio-demographic
factors, spatial inequality, which is based solely on the geography
of the cities, has also been studied and emphasized33. Examples of
relevant studies include geographic variations in US metro34 and
effects of population size on spatial inequality35. The results and
findings reported in these studies allow us to measure the degree
of inequality in various phenomena. Despite growing attention,
the tools and approaches to reducing inequality in urban systems
are still rather limited.
One important constraint that impedes the development of

inequality-mitigation solutions is the limited granularity of
available data. Prior studies were conducted using longitudinal
surveys, randomized experiments36, physical sensors, and social
media data37. For example, one study used questionnaire surveys
to examine the digital divide and inequalities of communities
regarding access to information facilities38. These data sets lack
details regarding spatial and temporal resolutions of human
movement activities and facility locations. Although physical
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sensors and social media data may have the geographical
information capturing the locations of facilities and human visits,
the data itself contain a lot of noise. In prior studies, the limits of
this information created challenges in characterizing activities of
dispersed populations, how these variations intersect with
accessibility, and the influence of resilience of urban systems in
short-term shocks39. The prevalence of smartphones has made
available, large-scale human activity data. These data sets record
the temporal and spatial information of human activities in a very
detailed manner, allowing researchers to estimate time and place
of device transmissions during the study periods40. Through
measuring the number of devices visiting a facility in the course of
a month, we could infer the lifestyle patterns and facility
demand11.
To explore the opportunities of smartphone location data, a

great number of advanced analytical methods have been
developed in existing related studies. One stream of the studies41

focuses on investigating mobility patterns of the population to
evaluate the accessibility in regular and disaster conditions. For
example, Marini et al.42 introduced particle swarm optimization
methods to address spatial accessibility optimization problems.
The approach was further adopted and applied to optimize the
residential care facility locations in a study to promote equal
access among different age groups of urban populations43. These
optimal allocation problems have been studied in mathematics
and statistics for decades, and multiple applications have
demonstrated their superiority and effectiveness. Notable applica-
tions include the optimal allocation of cellular networks44 and
planning of bicycle infrastructures45, which allow maximizing
equity of accessibility. In addition, another stream of analytical
methods46 for use of smartphone data is the mathematical and
statistical models of system resilience. For example, Gao et al.10

proposed a universal resilience model for complex systems which
have guided the modeling and design of ecological, biological,
economic, and technological systems resilient to both internal
failures and environmental changes. Recent studies47 have proved
the applications of the method in modeling the resilience of urban
systems, including social and physical systems. Despite the
advancement of analytical methods, studies that reveal the
interplay between inequality and resilience are limited. Therefore,
existing researchers and practitioners, such as urban planners and
emergency responders, have few analytic tools to support the
joint considerations and decisions for improved resilience and
mitigation of inequality.

To contribute to this research direction, we expand the body of
work by a granular and generalizable model which connects
inequality to the resilience of urban systems through an effective
distance variable. We conducted a multicounty study that
examines the accessibility of residential grid cells to different
types of facilities by measuring travel distances on road networks.
The intent of the optimization model employed in this study is to
minimize the total travel distances of the residential populations
to facilities and to maximize the equality of access to facilities. The
output of the model allows us to identify proper grid cells for
developing new facilities and redistributing existing facilities.
Further, we created a model to differentiate the resilience of the
systems in optimal and empirical scenarios based on the change
of facility distributions. Finally, having experimentally validated
our measure following short-term disruptions, we understand the
impact of facility disruption and the extent to which the improved
equality of access could increase the resilience capacity of the
urban systems.

RESULTS
Patterns of existing facility distributions
For ten types of facilities (see Fig. 1), we analyzed the patterns of
facility and population distributions in ten metropolitan counties
in the United States (see Fig. 2b). Here, we take the example of
Suffolk County (Boston) and four types of facilities: retail trade,
education, health care, and arts and entertainment to illustrate the
results. The results for the rest of the counties and facilities are
provided in Supplementary Figs. 7–9. Figure 2a depicts the
distribution of the urban populations in Suffolk County. The map
of the county is divided into grids, and the size of the population
in each grid is characterized as the population density in one area.
As the figure shows, populations are distributed across the
majority of the grid cells in a county. For example, some areas,
such as the center, north and east of the county are slightly more
populated than other areas. A sharp slope is observed for
the Complementary Cumulative Density Function (CCDF) of the
population distribution in a county in Fig. 2b, indicating that the
variations of population sizes are slight among grid cells.
Compared the distributions of population and facilities based on
the CCDF in Fig. 2b, d, we observed that the slopes of the CCDFs
for facilities are sharper than the CCDF for populations (see
numerical values of slopes in Supplementary Table 6). Hence, we
consider that the distribution of urban populations is more
polycentric than facility distribution in a county. Such a

Fig. 1 Illustration of datasets, preprocessing steps, and the framework of this study. This study employed four large-scale datasets (census
data, smartphone location data, facility information, and road networks) to generate the distribution of population, demand and capacity of
the facilities, and travel costs. Then we created a grid map for each county, and each grid is associated with a set of attributes, such as
population, facilities, and demand of residents. Finally, optimization and resilience models were developed to optimize the distributions of
facilities and quantify the change in the resilience of a city. This study focuses on ten types of facilities in each county, such as retail trade,
finance and insurance, information offices, as shown in the bottom of this figure.
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polycentricity pattern is also demonstrated by the Urban
Centrality Index (UCI). In Fig. 3c, the UCIs for populations are
around 0.2 for all counties, which are the lowest values compared
to the UCI of other facilities in a county (see numerical values of
UCIs in Supplementary Table 5). This quantitative evidence
suggests that the distributions of facilities are spatially variant,
compared to the distribution of populations. This pattern can also
be observed in other metropolitan counties such as Cook County,
King County, and Dallas County. This finding is general among the
ten studied metropolitan counties, regardless of the scales,
shapes, locations, and population sizes of these counties.
The distributions of facilities, however, indicate a significantly

different spatial pattern. Figure 2c shows the spatial distribution of
four example facilities in Suffolk County. It is obvious that the
majority of the facilities are distributed in the center of the county,
especially for retail trade, health care, and entertainment facilities.
The rest of the areas in the county have a smaller number of
facilities. Such spatial variations in facility density distributions in a
county have led to monocentricity of the facility distributions. To
further examine the generality of this finding, we plotted the
CCDF of the number of facilities in each grid cell for the four
example facilities (Fig. 2d). The slopes of all the curves are

particularly sharp, close to a power-law distribution. From these
figures, we can infer that the majority of facilities occupy a very
few areas, and the rest of the areas only have very few facilities.
This is the property of the power-law distribution, which is
generally observed from the facility distributions in ten counties.
Counties tend to be polycentric in the spatial distributions of

populations, but monocentric in facility distributions. This incon-
sistency between the distributions of population and facilities
creates a challenge for equitable access to facilities. People living
in different areas of a county have to travel different distances to
access the facility and use the services. As shown in Fig. 2e, the
travel costs (distances) people have to spend in accessing the
facilities vary significantly. For example, people living in some
areas need to travel more than 10 kilometers to access health care
facilities. The long travel distance could have dire social, economic,
and environmental effects. We observed the unequal travel costs
from the distribution of travel costs in Fig. 2e for ten studied
counties, which is a general phenomenon in these counties.
Specifically, people living in some areas may not need to travel
outside of their grid cells, but some people need to travel for a
long distance to access the grid cells where these facilities are
concentrated. These unequal travel costs are the results of the

Fig. 2 Patterns of the existing population and facility distributions. a Population density in the grid map of Suffolk County (Boston). The
population distributions in other counties are provided in Supplementary Fig. 7. b the complementary cumulative density function (CCDF) of
population density for ten metropolitan counties. The counties are labeled by FIPS code, and the names of the counties are provided in the
table next to the plot. c The density of four types of facilities, as examples, in the grid map of Suffolk County. The plots for other counties and
facilities are provided in Supplementary Figs. 8, 9. d CCDF of facility density for ten metropolitan counties for four exemplary types of facilities;
e CCDF of travel cost from each residential grid cell (tile) to their nearest facility grid cell. The people living in the same grid cells have the
same travel cost in accessing the same facility grid cell.
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spatially-variant distribution of facilities, which further lead to
grand challenges for population-facility interactions in cities such
as traffic jams in facility-concentrated areas, and heavy expenses
for people with fewer accesses to facilities. Hence, it is important
to optimize the distributions of facilities and improve the equality
of travel costs of people living in different areas.

Optimizing the equality of access to facilities
We implemented the optimization algorithms on ten facilities in
ten counties. Through urban development and facility redistribu-
tion, the enhancement in equality of access to facilities among
urban populations can be achieved. Here, we assign each
residential grid cell to its nearest facility grid cell. The group of
residential grid cells serviced by the same facility is defined as the
service community of the facility5. We calculated the average
travel distances among the residential grid cells in each service
community and displayed the results for four types of facilities in
Suffolk County in Fig. 3a. In the existing facility distributions,
service communities in the northeast and southwest of the county

are in shown in dark green, indicating that people living in these
service communities have to travel for a much longer distance
than the people living in other areas of the county. It is obvious
that the existing pattern of distributed facilities cause an unequal
distribution of travel costs among urban populations in accessing
facilities. In optimal scenarios where we minimize the total travel
distances, populations would have generally more equitable
access than those in the existing scenario. Not only would the
travel costs be reduced in general, but also people would gain
more equal accessibility to these essential facilities.
Figure 3b depicts the extent to which the optimal distributions

of facilities reduce the average travel distances of populations to
access the facilities in each county. To test the performance of the
optimal scenario, we conducted experiments in which we
randomly distributed new facilities in the grid map of a county
one hundred times and computed the average travel distances for
all random experiments. Here, we randomly distributed the
facilities across grids in a county. By comparing the average
travel distances among three scenarios, we found the optimal

Fig. 3 The optimal distribution of facilities and the resulted travel costs (distances). a Service communities of different types of facilities in
the existing and optimal scenarios in Suffolk County. The dots represent residential grid cells, and the areas are the service communities. Due
to a limited number of facilities in some areas, the people living in grid cells of some service communities have to travel for a long distance to
access certain facilities. Hence, some communities are in darker green. The results for the rest of the facilities and counties are provided in
Supplementary Fig. 10. b The average travel costs in optimal, existing, and random scenarios for ten types of facilities in ten counties. The
numbers on each circle on the charts represent the travel costs (in meters). c The UCIs of the spatial distributions of facilities and population in
counties. The first row of dots for each county represents the UCIs of the existing facility distribution, and the second row of the dots for each
county represents the UCIs of the optimal facility distribution. The numeric values of UCIs are provided in Supplementary Table 5.
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facility distribution that achieves the best performance in reducing
the travel distances for urban populations. In addition, the shapes
of the radar maps in these three scenarios are almost the same,
indicating that, while the optimal scenario could improve the
accessibility of the population to facilities, but it does not change
the spatial structure of facilities in a county. That is, the average
travel distance to a type of facility (such as information offices and
professional services) remains relatively long in random and
optimal scenarios, if that is the case in the existing scenario.
Changing the spatial structure of cities is rather impractical; also, it
is important to maintain the existing human lifestyle patterns.
Hence, the optimal scenarios would lead to improving equality of
access to facilities without significantly altering the spatial
structure of cities.
To further quantify the improvement of equality and measure

the consistency between facility and population distributions, we
adopted the urban centrality index (UCI). This index integrates
inequality measurements based on the number of facilities and
their spatial relationships. A county has a monocentric structure
when its UCI is close to 1. The county is polycentric when UCI is
close to 0. Figure 3c displays the results of UCI for the population
and facilities in ten counties. The red dots represent the UCI of the
populations, and other colored dots represent different types of
facilities. It is obvious that the UCI values of facilities span from 0.2
to 0.8. For example, facilities like educational services, finance and
insurance services, and professional services, for which the UCI
values are close to 0.8 for the majority of the counties, are
extremely monocentric. The UCI of the populations surrounding at
0.2, however, tends to be the smallest value among all the UCIs in
a county, implying that the distribution of the populations is
polycentric. These patterns are generally present in all ten
counties. In addition, we observed that the UCIs of some facilities,
such as information offices, are close to the UCI of populations,
indicating polycentricity of their spatial distributions in a county.
In the optimal scenarios, the UCI values for all facilities are
reduced, and they get close to the UCIs of populations. The
optimal scenarios promote a balanced distribution of facilities and
enable a more equal access for the populations to facilities based
on travel costs. The results demonstrate the performance of the
optimization algorithms and provide an important approach to
improve the equal accessibility of the population to facilities.

Quantifying resilience through enhanced accessibility
The improved equality of access to facilities raises an important
question regarding the resilience of population-facility (PF)
networks in a county. Our hypothesis is that enhanced equality
of access also improves resilience in PF networks during crises. In
this analysis, we defined the resilience of our PF network as the
ability to achieve and retain the high fraction of satisfied demand
when facilities are disrupted or shut down in shocks. This
approach to model resilience is inspired by the theories of
network dynamics. The interactions between entities in every
mutualistic system, like ecological systems10 and job markets48,
are dynamic, which is due to the intrinsic dynamics of entities as
well as their mutualistic interactions. The resilience of a mutualistic
network is determined based on its ability to retain basic
functionality when disruptions and failures threaten the persis-
tence of the mutualistic interactions49. To model the resilience of
the PF network, we start by considering a bipartite network
consisting of two types of nodes: population grid cells and facility
grid cells (Fig. 4a). Populations interact with facilities to satisfy
demand. Due to the nature of dynamic human activities and
facility supplies (F(Si)), when the demand of populations is be
satisfied at one facility grid cell, populations may access to another
facility grid cell to satisfy their demand G(Si, Uj). The connectivity
between two facility grid cells, as a measure of the probability
people could change from one facility to another when the facility

is disrupted, is captured by the distance, wij. In short-term shocks,
geographically co-located facilities have high probabilities of
disruption, while distant facilities can serve as the substitutes to
the disrupted facilities. Hence, the larger effective distance would
enable the transition of people from disrupted facilities to
substitutes to satisfy demand.
Before examining the resilience of the PF networks, we first

collected statistics for the facility networks to have a basic
understanding of the network structures. Figure 4b plots the
networks of four types of facilities in Suffolk County. Most of the
networks, especially the networks of retail trade and health care
facilities, have core components where the nodes are densely
connected with each other due to great weights on the links.
Since the weights of the links are defined by the distance between
two facility grid cells, the densely connected component indicates
large distances among these facilities. The presence of core
components could contribute to reducing the risks of large-scale
failures among the facilities in the county and also allow people to
access the facilities for their lifestyle needs. Hence, the weights of
the links in the conceptual facility networks could imply the
smoothness of people’s transition from one facility to another
during disasters. In addition, some nodes are isolated from the
network, meaning that these nodes are physically located near the
majority of other facilities. In crises like flooding, these nodes may
also get perturbed since they are located close to affected areas.
Hence, the population’s demand may not be satisfied if they
access these facilities during disasters.
As we model the resilience from the ecological view of facilities,

the resilience of the PF network is influenced by the intrinsic
dynamics; the rate of population pattern change (λ); and the
mutualistic dynamics, in other words the transition between
facilities based on the spatial distributions (G(Si, Uj)). To study the
impact of spatial distribution, we first examined the intrinsic
dynamics through the parameter λ in the intrinsic dynamics
function F(Si). In Fig. 4c, we show the fraction of satisfied demand
for each rate of population pattern change due to the change of
population’s demand on facilities. For cities with various total
capacities of facilities, the rate of pattern change has different
effects on the access to facilities and demand satisfaction. No
matter the types of facilities, a higher total capacity of a type of
facility in a county usually improves the resilience of PF networks.
For example, when λ gets close to 1, the fraction of satisfied
demand could still remain at a high level. We observe that, for the
same type of facility, the facilities with the highest total capacity
do not always retain the highest fraction of satisfied demand
when λ approaches 1. This result indicates that total capacity does
not always contribute to the county resilience and raises the need
for the investigation of other factors like the mutualistic dynamics
based on facility distribution.
By controlling the parameters λ and α, the effective distance

embeddedness weff is the only factor influencing the fraction of
satisfied demand in the model. In Fig. 5a, we plotted the solution
derived from a normal status where the changing rate of satisfied
demand equals zero. Different counties with a variety of capacities
of facilities collapse to the middle of the curve. That is because
these counties have similar effective distance embeddedness of
corresponding facilities. The effective distance embeddedness
encodes the spatial location of the facilities as well as the
inequality of the distribution in a county. All counties share a
similar distribution pattern for different facilities since the dots are
concentrated in the middle of the curve. As shown in Fig. 5a, for
example, we see that the distributions of retail trade stores in the
ten counties share similar patterns due to the close values of weff.
Furthermore, to examine the resilience of the facilities in a

county, we looked into the change of weff in both optimal and
existing scenarios through the process adopted from the theory of
network resilience. In the experiments, we removed fn fraction of
facilities from a county and observed the effects of the
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perturbation on the effective distance embeddedness. The
perturbations were introduced randomly to the system. That
means the removed facilities we selected each time were
completely random. Random perturbations in facilities could
occur due to crises such as floods, hurricanes, and power outages.
One hundred runs of each perturbation simulation were
performed. Similar perturbations were implemented on the
networks of different facilities. Figure 5b shows the results of
the effective distance embeddedness for four facilities in two
counties when subjected to perturbations. It can be observed that
the values of weff in the optimal scenarios are usually 10% to 30%
higher than those in the empirical scenario. For example, as we
can see, the effective distances for retail trade stores in Suffolk and
San Francisco counties in optimal scenarios were about 20%
higher than the effective distance in empirical scenario. The
effective distance decreases along with the removal of facilities in
the county. The effective distance in optimal scenarios, however,
always stay on top of the effective distance in empirical scenario.
By plugging the weff back to the curve in Fig. 5a, it is evident that
the fraction of satisfied demand tends to be higher for greater weff.
This result indicates the ability of the facility network to sustain the
fraction of satisfied demand of the population in a county. The
optimal scenario can always retain high fractions due to the high
effective distance, implying the resiliency of the PF network. Using
the measure of effective distance embeddedness in our model, we
show the extent to which resilience of the PF networks can be
enhanced when the equality of access is improved. The findings
also demonstrate that equality and resilience of access to facilities
are correlated with each other.

DISCUSSION
In this study, we present and calibrate models that connect the
resilience and inequality of urban systems based on the dynamic and
complex interactions between population and facilities. We obtained
optimal facility distribution by maximizing the equality of access and
minimizing the travel distances of total populations in a county.
Through developing new facilities and redistributing a small set of
existing facilities, the travel costs of the populations in accessing
facilities would be reduced and balanced among people living in
different urban areas. By applying the resilience model in both
optimal and empirical scenarios, we found that the optimal scenario is
significantly associated with the resilience of the population-facility
networks. The interplay between population and facility in ten
metropolitan counties in the United States reveals that resilience and
equality are correlated with each other. The findings imply that the
spatial structure of facility distribution in a county plays an important
role in both equality and resilience of access to facilities. This study
has significant implications for facility investments, public and private
transportation policies, and resilience planning.
First, the patterns of existing facility distribution presented in

this study are general across the ten counties and are inconsistent
with population distribution in the counties, which leads to
significant differences in travel distances to access facilities. The
findings in this work highlight the importance of the complex
interactions of population, facilities, and road networks which
serve as the foundation of urban life. Human activities are time-
varying and location-specific. Facilities and infrastructure could
influence the activities of humans and the outcomes of their
activities, such as demand satisfaction and infrastructure usage.

Fig. 4 Characterization and resilience analysis in population-facility (PF) networks. a A schema for our formalization of the dynamic
process of population-facility interactions. The sub-figure on the left side shows the internal dynamics of the population (F(Si)) and the
dynamic interactions with facilities (G(Si, Uj)) in the empirical distribution of facilities. The sub-figure on the right side shows the change of
facility distribution in the optimal scenario. The sub-figure in the center illustrates the impacts of changing facility distributions on the fraction
of satisfied demand of the population in counties. b The facility connectivity characterized by distances for visualizing the urban facility
networks. Here, we show example types of facilities in Suffolk county. The nodes are grid cells that have facilities, and the links between grid
cells are created based on the connectivity through the road network. The links are visualized when the wij is greater than a threshold. c The
steady-state solutions of the resilience model based on the existing distributions of four example types of facilities with varying λ values. The
total capacity is obtained by summing up all the capacities of existing facilities in a county. The color bar representing total capacities
indicates different counties with different total capacities. More results are provided in Supplementary Fig. 11.
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Analysis and optimizations without considering other entities in
urban systems may lead to disruptive impacts. For example, the
concentration of facilities in the center of counties may benefit
economic activities and operation efficiency. The resulting traffic
congestion, however, is more due to the higher density of people
in the center of the counties50. In our study, we consider the
optimal scenario of facility distribution in terms of the travel
distances for people living in different areas of cities. Hence, under
this consideration, the current facility distribution is suboptimal,
compared with the distribution obtained from the optimization
model. The current locations of facilities, however, are a result of
market and societal forces, which might be an optimal solution for
each facility. For example, facilities may collocate in a group since
they want to get attention from the consumers of other facilities in
the group. This intention of location selection benefits for the
profit of facilities themselves. However, this process usually cannot
achieve the optimization for the travel costs of the populations in
a county. Hence, we consider the current facility distribution is
suboptimal in terms of equality and resilience considerations.
Problems such as traffic jams, vehicle exhaust emissions, and
disparity of life quality are imposed on large cities. The problems
of inequality in facility access becomes even more dire during
crises. Thus, in the new era of urban development, having an
integrative perspective to consider the complex interactions
between populations and facilities in cities could inform about
effective solutions to current challenges in cities.
Second, while resilience and equality are being studied and

evaluated separately in urban science and planning domains, they
are, to some extent, correlated and should be considered jointly as
important metrics for improving urban facility distributions.
Existing studies have shown that inequality is amplified during
crises. That case is very likely to be observed when inequality is
present in regular conditions. For example, people, living in areas

where facilities are scarce must travel a long distance to access
facilities. Assuming the likelihood of disaster impacts are the same
for all road segments, the longer the travel distance, the higher
the likelihood of getting impacted by disasters51. Hence, inequal-
ity increases the vulnerability of people who have less access to
facilities in regular situations and undermines resilience in
disasters. Our study only considers the resilience of urban systems
to facility shutdown in short-term shocks. We also want to bring to
the attention the impacts on equality and resilience caused by
road disruptions alone, such as road damage and construction
without shutdown of surrounding facilities. To simulate such
scenarios, an important component in the model is to characterize
the impacts of road disruptions on human decisions on the trade
between accessing old facilities with increased travel expenses
and selecting new facilities. This simulation requires computing
the travel expenses to different facilities. Future research with
more empirical data could look into these challenges, and create
models to examine the resilience of population-facility networks in
more scenarios. Concurrent consideration of resilience and
equality is essential and would lead to plans and decisions that
not only improve urban function during normal times, but also
make urban systems more resilient in the case of crises.
Third, although there is a growing interest in urban facility

development that enhances the equality and resilience of access
to facilities, few analytical methods and tools are available to
guide new investments in achieving equality and resilience goals.
The models presented in this study have important practical
contributions and implications for the planning of urban facilities.
Of particular importance, our study helps urban decision makers
develop data-driven resilience and equality plans, which account
for localized variations in urban populations. In practice, the
relocation cost and land availability may limit the capability of
redistributing facilities in cities. To deal with this practical issue,

Fig. 5 The quantification of resilience improvement in both empirical and optimal scenarios. a The equilibrium solutions for the resilience
model based on existing resolutions. (γ= 0.5, and λ= 0.0464 in these cases). b The relationship between effective distance and removed
proportion of facilities to quantitatively describe the resilience of the PF network. The change of the effective distance, weff, due to the change
of facility distributions in optimal and existing distributions. When a proportion of facilities (fn) are randomly removed from the counties, the
effective distance also changes. The results for four example types of facilities for two counties, Suffolk and San Francisco counties, are
displayed here. More results are provided in Supplementary Figs. 12, 13.
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in our model, we also consider adding new facilities and also
optimize the locations of these new facilities in the phase of urban
planning and development. Hence, the results from our analyses
could provide suggestions to the urban planners and city
managers and governments to take into account the equality
and resilience in the process of urbanization. Potential applica-
tions could be evaluating the locations of new facilities, identifying
a sequence of locations for investment prioritization, and
analyzing the contribution of the facilities to the resilience of a
county. Such applications and information are essential for
counties with limited resources and allow planners to quantify
the benefits of facility development on equality and resilience. In
addition, our model involves the travel distance which highly
depends on the road networks in cities. Planning and construction
of road networks for increasing transportation efficiency and
reducing travel costs could also benefit the equality and resilience
of the population-facility networks. Hence, the outcomes of our
models could inform stakeholders regarding planning and
development of road networks. The methods in this study are
also scalable to large areas such as metropolitan statistical areas
which include tens of populated counties. In that case, the
equality and resilience of urban-rural regions could be further
explored using proposed methods.
Finally, this work is among the first attempts to optimize facility

distribution for inequality mitigation and resilience improvement.
We made a couple of assumptions in this study that did not
capture the effects of social backgrounds of the residents and also
the effects of transportation systems. For example, low-income,
elderly and minority people may need more support, such as
lower expenses, to maximize their access to facilities. Equal
distribution may still fail to satisfy their life demand. Hence,
integrating fairness in equality and considering the equity
problem in urban system development is of vital importance
and necessity. In addition, this study only considered travel
distances as the measure of accessibility to facilities. Transporta-
tion tools, such as public transportation systems, private cars and
ride-sharing, are diverse and developed in metropolitan counties.
The traffic conditions on different roads vary as well. Taking into
account these factors as measures of travel costs could lead to
more accurate and realistic solutions. Despite these limitations,
the models and findings from this study provide tools and
evidence for improving equality and resilience in complex
population-facility networks of urban systems and could also
serve as a foundation for future research avenues.

METHODS
Data collection and preprocessing
This study involves multiple datasets, such as census demographics,
anonymized smartphone data, facility locations, and road networks, at the
county scale but with different spatial resolutions. To enable consistency
across all datasets, we defined a grid map that divides a county into grids
of similar size (about 0.5 km × 0.5 km) based on methods suggested in
existing studies15. Each grid could be associated with the characteristics of
populations demographics, facilities, and road networks.

Population distribution estimation. Demographic data collected by the US
Census provide an accurate estimation of the population at the census tract
level52. It should be noted that, census blocks are very fine-scale and high
resolution. However, the census data such as population size are not publicly
available at the census block level. Hence, we adopted the grid map and
distribute the populations to grid cells. The U.S. Census Bureau’s 2014–2018
American Community Survey forms the basis of population density estimation.
Census tracts, however, are shaped irregularly and are much larger than the
grid we defined. Estimating the population in each grid requires additional
information. Here, we adopted anonymized mobile phone data from Veraset
Inc., a company that collects location data across a number of applications on
mobile phone devices after the user consents to the use of their anonymized
data. Although this data contains only the location information for a subset of

the population, prior studies53,54 using these data have found them valid
representations of demographics in the United States. The data was shared
under a strict contract with Veraset through their collaborative program in
which they provide access to de-identified and privacy-enhanced mobility data
for academic research only. All researchers processed and analyzed the data
under a non-disclosure agreement and were obligated to not share data
further or to attempt to re-identify data.
Of the more than 30 million smartphone devices with 2–3 billion

location data per day in the US sample, we filtered the data for ten
metropolitan counties, including King County (Seattle), Washington,
Harris County (Houston), Texas, and Suffolk County (Boston). Massachu-
setts. The data set spans from January 27, 2020, to February 23, 2020,
(4 weeks). Estimating population density requires knowledge of the
home grids of the devices, which are not directly reported by Veraset.
Based on successful cases in home location estimation from prior
studies27, density-based spatial clustering of applications with noise
(DBSCAN) is a commonly used, time-efficient and scalable method that
can accurately identify clusters of data points with noise. Hence, we
employed DBSCAN and the location points from 10 p.m. to 7 a.m. local
time to estimate the home grids of our sample devices. The algorithm
allows us to remove dwell points it designates as noise, and to cluster
geospatial coordinates, given a minimum threshold of samples (we used
three in this study) and a minimum distance (we used 0.0004 degree for
the differences of longitude and latitude). We consider that the home
grids of the devices are most likely within the clusters with most data
points. As such, the grid containing the average of data points in the
highest-density cluster is treated as the home grid of a device. For
devices with a number of data points below the minimum threshold, we
directly took the average of the coordinates of closed data points as the
home locations of these devices.
The estimation of the number of devices in grids provides a reference to

a basic understanding of the population distribution across grids in a
census tract. Using this data, we computed the proportion of devices in a
grid among all the grids in a census tract. Then we allocated the population
from the census survey in each census tract to grids as an estimate of
people living in a specific grid. By doing so, we computed the ratio of
smartphone devices to the census population, called “amplification factor”
(α). This factor will be further used to estimate the demand of people for
facilities and the capacity of the facilities in the county.

Facility distribution. Information such as categories and locations of urban
facilities were provided by SafeGraph, a location intelligence data
company that has documented the geographical and business information
about physical places in the United States55. Each facility, also called as
“point of interest,” is a dedicated geographic entity that people may visit
for different needs or interests. Examples of facilities include restaurants,
retail stores, and grocery stores. In the data set, each facility is also
associated with geographic coordinates to geographically identify the
facility, the industry category code, and so on. Industry categories are
defined by the North American Industry Classification System (NAICS)56.
We selected the ten most common categories of facilities in our analysis,
such as retail trade, finance and insurance, health care, and recreation (see
Fig. 1). The complete set of facility categories, codes, and examples is
provided in Supplementary Note 1.

Demand and capacity estimation. People’s demands for different facilities
are vary naturally based on the types of facilities and their lifestyles. Such
variation results in complex interactions between people and facilities and
influences travel costs for accessing facilities. To take into consideration
facility demands of people living in urban areas, we investigated facility
visit patterns from our smartphone location data. We computed the
number of times a device visited a specific type of facility during a 4-week
period. By aggregating the number of times the devices, whose home
locations are in the same grid, visited a specific type of facility, we can
make a basic estimate of the demand of the devices for the facility. To
estimate the demand of the actual population living in a grid cell, the basic
demand estimates are further rescaled by the amplification factor α. By this
process, we have estimates of demand on facilities by different urban
subpopulations.
Considering the balance between the demand of people on the facilities

and the capacity of the facilities, the capacity of all facilities in the same
category is usually equivalent to the demand of people in a county in
normal conditions. Hence, we approximated the capacity of a type of
facility in a county based on the estimated demand of the total population
for this facility. In addition, to further simplify the calculation, the capacity
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of each facility is assumed to be stable and equal during the study period.
We distributed the total estimated capacity of the facilities in a county
equally to each facility in the same category. The number of facilities in a
grid, hence total capacity, however, varies across the county. For example,
one grid cell has two facilities, while the other has one facility. Then the
capacity of the first grid cell is twice as the capacity of the other grid cell.

Road networks and distance estimation. The road network data was
obtained from OpenStreetMap, which provides geodata underlying the
maps of the world57. The data set includes road categories, speed limits,
and the coordinates of the start and end of a lane. We used the roads in
the categories of highway and primary roads to construct the road
networks, which are adopted to compute the distance between each pair
of grid cells in a county and further estimate the travel cost people have to
spend to move from one grid cell to another. In this study, the grids that
are geographically co-located are connected by the roads. Counties,
especially large counties like Harris County, are divided into a large number
of grids, which results in high computation costs to identify the shortest
path between any randomly selected pair of grids. To this end, we
simplified the process of calculating the grid distance by summing up
travel costs between geographically neighbored grids along the way from
one grid to another. That is, we first, calculated the travel cost for pairs of
grids that are geographical neighbors, sharing a border or corner. The
travel cost is derived by randomly selecting the intersection of roads in
each grid, identifying the path connecting the selected intersections in two
nearby grids, and calculating the length of the path using the adopted
road networks. Then, we identified continuous lists of grids on all possible
routes for any selected pair of grids that are not geographical neighbors.
By summing up the travel costs between the grids in all lists, we can finally
find the shortest path for any selected pair of grids, which is used to
approximate the actual shortest path between two grids. This method is
relatively efficient and saves significant amount of computational costs in
implementing the optimization algorithms in the following analyses.

Urban centrality index
To measure the distributions of urban populations and facilities in counties,
this study employed urban centrality index (UCI)58. UCI can reflect the
extent to which the facilities or populations are unequally distributed in
urban areas. The scale of UCI ranges from 0 to 1, representing the transition
from poly-centricity to mono-centricity. The UCI is the product of two
elements, local coefficient (LC) and proximity index (PI). The local coefficient
measures the inequality of the distribution in urban areas using:

LC ¼ 1
2

XN
i¼1

ki � 1
N

����
���� (1)

where, N is the total number of areas (grids), ki is the share of quantity
(here, we refer to population or facilities) in the area (grid) i. When LC gets
close to 0, the quantity gets to an even distribution. The distribution
becomes more concentrated when LC gets larger.
The proximity index measures the spatial separation of the quantity

across urban areas, which is formulated by:

V ¼ K 0 ´D ´K
PI ¼ 1� V

Vmax

(2)

where, K is a vector of ki, D is a distance matrix for all pairs of grids, with zeros
on its diagonal. V, Venables index, indicates the degree of spatial separation,
but the scales may vary in different spatial settings due to various
magnitudes of distance elements in D. Hence, the proximity index normalizes
the value of V. Vmax represents the maximum attainable value of V in a
defined urban area. Since the shapes of counties tend to be irregular, we
approximate the Vmax by uniformly distributing the quantity on the grids
along the boundary of a county. Then, the theoretical range of PI can be
(0, 1).
Finally, the UCI is obtained using Eq. (3),

UCI ¼ LC ´ PI (3)

Large UCI values indicate that the distribution of population or facilities is
more monocentric, while small UCI values show polycentric distributions.

Equality of access to facilities
Cities are expanding in both population size and facilities. The distributions
of populations and development of facilities, however, are inconsistent,

leading to inequality of access to facilities in urban areas. Finding optimal
distributions of facilities to reduce inequality is essentially a location
specification problem. In this study, we consider the two cases,
development of new facilities and redistribution of existing facilities, in
conjunction during urban expansion. Hence, the problem, here, is
formalized as: given a set of grid cells, N, in a county, a set of residential
cells R ∈ N which are populated by humans, how can we distribute the
facilities in grid cells M to minimize the travel costs (distances) from
residential cells to facility cells for all urban populations.
Here, we consider the grid cells for facilities are composed of existing

facility cells and new facility cells (around 10% of existing facility cells)
which are randomly distributed in a county at the beginning of this
procedure. Then, we form this problem as an integer program:

minimize
P

i2F;j2R
dij rijpj

subject to 8j 2 R:
P
i2F

rij ¼ 1

8i 2 F; j 2 R: rij � yiP
i2F

yi ¼ M

8i 2 F; j 2 R: rij 2 0; 1f g
8i 2 F: yi 2 0; 1f g

(4)

where, i is the index of the grid cells of facilities, j is the index of grid cell of
residential population, pj is the size of the population in the grid cell j, R
and F are sets of grid cells of residents and facilities. In this problem, we are
given a metric space with resident cells and facility cells, travel costs dij of
residents living in grid cell j, and accessing facility i. yi indicates if facility i is
open and rij indicates if residents from grid cell j are accessing facility i. The
constraints on rij in the equation means that residents from a grid cell can
only be assigned to one nearest facility grid cell, and in the meantime, the
facility must be open. This problem is defined as a p-median problem. We
applied a fast interchange heuristic based on swap-based local search to
solve this problem59. That is, given a certain option for inserting a facility fi,
the approach would compute the profit profit fi ; frð Þ based on the gain and
loss of distance change, as well as extra distance differences in accessing
facility fi and fr. Detailed algorithms and formulae are provided in
Supplementary Note 2.

Resilience model of population-facility networks
As described earlier, interactions between population and facilities are
dynamic and mutualistic. First, the population’s life activity patterns for
their demand on facilities may change over time. People may not stick to a
specific facility for satisfying their life demands. Second, people’s demand
for facilities could be satisfied by accessing facilities in different urban
areas, which provide similar services and supplies. From the perspective of
system resilience, the prominent role in evaluating resilience is the
structure of networks10. Here, we applied analogous measures to facility
networks in a county to model its resilience due to perturbations in road
networks or facilities themselves.
To model dynamic human activities in accessing facilities, the model has

to treat facilities in each grid as a basic unit serving a certain amount of
population. Here, we introduce a dynamical model on the population-
facility (PF) network, a bipartite network representing the dynamic and
mutualistic interactions between population and urban facilities. The
resilience model of the PF network is composed of two components. The
first component describes the dynamics of demand satisfaction in a
specific facility due to the change of people’s tendencies in accessing
facilities. The second component describes the spillover effects between
facilities in different grids due to the disruptions of facilities in certain grids,
which can influence the resilience of the PF network. When the facilities in
one grid cannot satisfy the demand of the population, people may change
to access facilities in other grids.
This process requires a function G(Ui, Sj) that captures the change of

accessing behaviors between facilities in grids i and j48. Here, Sj represents
satisfied demand by the facility at location j, and Ui represents unsatisfied
demand by the facility at location i. Most prior studies48,60 model this
process as G Ui ; Sj

� � / wijS
γ
j U

1�γ
i , where γ∈ [0.5, 0.7]. The parameter, wij, is

indicative of how easily the population can switch between facilities in
different grids. Since we are studying the context of disasters, such as
flooding and power outage, it is important to consider disruptions in
facilities. We consider that the more dispersed the distribution of facilities,
the lower the risks that the facilities suffer from the same perturbation.
That is, distant facilities can serve as the substitutes for the facilities which
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are disrupted in crises. For example, if facilities in some grid cells are
disrupted, then facilities in other grid cells which are far away from the
impacted grids could support unsatisfied demand to maintain the normal
level of life activities among residents. Essentially, our hypothesis is that
cities with more decentralized distributions of facilities would be more
resilient to extreme events. Although both equality and resilience models
in population-facility networks incorporates distance metrics as para-
meters, the metrics of distance in the two models are different. The
equality of access to facilities is measured based on the travel distance
from people’s residential areas to the locations of facilities. The resilience
model is derived from existing theories of network resilience and
percolation10. The spread probability of failure is in proportional to the
distances between the nodes in a network47. Hence, the resilience model
incorporates the distance as a parameter. The resilience model, however, is
created based on the facility network solely. The distance metric involved
in the resilience model is the distance between any of the two facilities.
Moreover, the distance between two facilities is not essentially related to
the travel distances of the populations. In other words, decentralized
distribution of facilities does not necessarily mean the optimal scenario
where facility distributions enable equality of access for the populations.
The hypothesis for the resilience model to be reasonable, which does not
serve as a strong assumption for the model.
Accordingly, we measure the distances between facilities in different

grids based on the road networks and define the values of distances as wij

in the formula. We obtain the equations as follow:
dSj
dt ¼ �λSj þ α

P
i2F

wijS
γ
j U

1�γ
i

dUj

dt ¼ λSj � α
P
i2F

wijS
γ
i U

1�γ
j

(5)

where, λ represents the rate of pattern change, meaning the rate that
people change their demand on a facility, α is a fitting parameter, wij

represents the road distance between facilities in location i and j, t here
represents the time. Here,

P
j2F Sj þ Uj

� �
is a constant, which represents

the total demand of the population on a type of facility in a county. A
significant natural disaster could indeed change the consumption patterns
of the population, like how often people go to grocery stores and the
number of commodities that people would buy once. Despite that, the
demand of the population should be constant with what people need in
regular conditions. Our model does not account for the frequencies of
facility accesses and other consumption patterns. The extreme cases will
not influence the results significantly. Based on the definition and
assumptions, this model enables studying the dynamics of human-
facility interactions during crises like facility shutdown, power outage, or
flooding. The long-term effects, such as travel costs and economic saving,
are included in the optimization model with enhancement of equitable
access.
Modeling facility networks in counties requires high-dimensional

representations. For example, in a city with M grid cells for a type of

facility, the matrix of W will have
M
2

� �
dimensions. Such high

dimensionality increases computational costs. To reduce its dimensionality,
we simplify the model to an effective one-dimensional model, based on a
methods from prior studies61. The simplification method takes the average
of the values in all dimensions for a grid cell, wj ¼

P
i2F wij , which can be

called grid cell j’s embedding. Let W ¼ P
i;j2F2 wij , to aggregate the

embeddings of all grid cells. Then, we further calculate the effective
average for all variables:

Seff ¼
X

j2F Sjwj

� �
=W;Ueff ¼

X
j2F Ujwj

� �
=W;weff ¼

X
j2F ðwjÞ2

� �
=W

(6)

where, Seff is the effective satisfied demand, Ueff is the effective unsatisfied
demand, and weff is the effective distance, serving as low-dimensional
representative variables with an aggregation of the same type of variables
in the network. These effective variables are similar to a form of weighted-
degree average, and this form is robust against noise and parameter
variations, and the computation can complete in a reasonable amount of
time62. Using the effective variables, we can reduce the dimensionality of
the resilience model and reformulate it as:
dSeff
dt ¼ �λSeff þ αweff S

γ
eff U

1�γ
eff

dUeff
dt ¼ λSeff � αweff S

γ
eff U

1�γ
eff

(7)

This one-dimensional system is solvable. We consider the normal status of
the facilities in a city, where the fraction of satisfied demand is stable given
grid cell representations W and an undisturbed environment. That is, the
changing rate of Seff equals to zero. In this status, the fraction of satisfied
demand can be obtained by:

Ŝeff ¼ 1

1þ λ= αweffð Þð Þ1= 1�γð Þ (8)

where, Ŝeff is the solution of satisfied demand under the condition of
certain effective distance. The derivation for Eq. (8) is shown in
Supplementary Note 3. This model allows us to study the resilience of the
populations-facilities (PF) network in a universal manner, regardless of
population size, geography, and lifestyles in different cities. The main
influential factor influencing the resilience and dynamics of the PF network is
the effective distance weff, which embedded the spatial topology of the facility
distribution in a city. The extent of resilience enhancement based on the
optimal distribution of facilities could be quantified based on the effective
distance. To support the main claim in this study, we provide an example (see
Supplementary Note 4) to indicate that the distance metrics to evaluate the
resilience performance of the population-facility network is not correlated to
the travel distance of the populations in the optimization model.
As we defined in the second step of the method, each grid cell includes

facilities and road infrastructure. The grid cells in a county are connected
by road segments. We consider the failure of the entire grid cell when
simulating disruptions of facilities. That is, all facilities and road
infrastructure in the grid cell would fail. Hence, individuals cannot pass
through the roads in disrupted grid cells. In this case, our simulation with a
consideration of other urban systems is consistent with real-world
scenarios such as flooding.

Reporting summary
Further information on research design is available in the Nature Research
Reporting Summary linked to this article.
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